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CHLNet Secretariat Teleconference 
July 24, 2020  

MINUTES 

Participants 
Kathy McNeil (Co-Chair) 
Chris Power (Co-Chair) 
Wendy Nicklin (HLEA Working Group Co-Chair) 
Bill Tholl (Senior Policy Advisor, CHLNet) 
Kelly Grimes (CHLNet) 
Graham Dickson (Senior Policy Advisor, CHLNet) 
Emily Gruenwoldt (NP Liaison)  

Col. Scott Malcolm (NP Liaison) 

Regrets 
Doran Walker (Emerging Health Leaders) 
Maria Judd (NP Liaison) 
Alain Doucet (Host Secretariat) 

1. Introductions and Approval of Minutes
Motion to approve agenda and minutes from the last Secretariat meeting of April 27, 2020.

2. CHLNet Organizational Structure and Functioning

SP Process and Timelines 2020 
Briefing note provided on progress on CHLNet’s strategic planning (SP) efforts in the last 9 months. Its 
purpose, to facilitate a strategic/tactical conversation on what we want CHLNet to look like in COVID and 
in the new future. It includes an update on CHLNet’s initiatives during the pandemic including: biweekly 
eblasts with top 3 leadership articles and COVID Corner; virtual May Network Partner Roundtable; 
Leading Through COVID Action Research Project; and putting a halt on CHLNet’s working and steering 
groups with the exception of BenchII’s gathering of physician partners, and a subgroup of Wise Practices 
for leadership development. In addition, CHLNet has tried to cut its expenses through not replacing its 
Office Manager who gained employment with another organization and redirecting honorariums for its 
two advisors to fund project work (big thanks to Bill and Graham for this).  

Extension discussion ensued on potential SP next steps including: 
• What is our value proposition in the new normal? Our value streams have not changed a lot in

last 10 years. Do these still fit in the context of COVID and what then does the organization look
like to respond? What is our unique space that we can fill in a system with high anxiety? There is
also “anxiety of now vs anxiety of the future.” How can we help leaders during this uncertainty?
Noted that networks are formed during times of threats. If we didn’t have CHLNet, we would
have to invent it.

• Proposed that we reframe what we are trying to get out of the strategy so instead it becomes a
12 to 18-month refresh in this extraordinary time. Our reframe must be bit sized given so much
uncertainty. Noted that its not a “beyond COVID” strategy as it could be with us for awhile. Right
now, 90 days is as much as can predict so need to plan in smaller timeframes. Three years is a
dream.

• What is our capacity and what can we bring as a gathering of leaders to provide some direction
in COVID? CHLNet needs to do less of pushing stuff out and rather be listeners/consumer driven.
Need to spend time on BenchII data and what it is telling us so we can respond appropriately i.e.
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investments in leadership development have dropped what is our strategy for this? There are 
lessons in the BenchII study to tease out. People look at LEADS and believe they got the badge 
and instead need to integrate in day to day work. Must “add value but not noise”. 

• Decision on next steps:  
o Bring the SP down to a 12 to 18-month strategy focused on what the unique space we 

can fill is within the four pillars/value streams. It needs to be network partner driven so 
a feedback loop is required. Incorporate both the BenchII data, May 2020 Network 
Partner Roundtable’s key takeaways and Leading Through COVID Action Research 
findings. Its not the “what” but the “how.” 

o At network partner roundtable integrate the above data for a conversation of where to 
go next. Compare to partner needs and our value offerings.  

o Kelly to look at these three documents and our value streams/pillars and generate a 
report for review by the Secretariat in October. Kathy/Scott/Graham volunteered to 
review materials in August.  
 

Succession Planning Cochair March 2021 
Chris Power retires in March 2021, both as CEO of CPSI and as CHLNet’s Co Chair. Discussion on 
potential replacements. The terms of reference state that the Cochairs should represent a regional 
perspective and national one. Given this a national leader, preferably a CEO would be ideal. Suggestion 
that a physician leader would be terrific given Kathy is a physio and Chris a nurse. Kelly will add to the 
September eblast notice for partners. As well, Kathy and Chris will approach a couple of leaders on 
interest and bring back a recommendation to the October Secretariat for ratification at the November 
Network Partner Roundtable.  
 
3. Value Stream I – Connecting People through Dialogue and Engagement 
 
Network Partner Roundtable Nov 4/5 
Decision to keep it simple and use Zoom as has great features. Proposed format be two, 2-hour times 
over Nov 4 and 5th. Mike Villeneuve will be asked to speak to the Year of the Nurse and to pull some of 
the threads from the BenchII data for discussion by partners. Both days to include breakouts and still 
include the partner roundtable sharing.  
 
MacNaught-Taillon – Patient Leader Update 
Time did not permit discussion however two patient leaders selected through a process overseen by 
Jennifer Zelmer (the M&T winner) and CFHI. 
 
4. Value Stream II – Advancing Health Leadership Research, Knowledge and Evaluation 
 
Due to lack of time this item was deferred however still overviewed through the strategic planning 
briefing note.   

 
5. Value Stream III – Accelerating Leadership Practices and Capabilities 
 
Health Leadership Exchange and Acceleration Working Group 

• Sub Steering Group on Wise Practices 
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Deferred discussion. 
   
6. Executive Director Update  
 
Financial Update 
Invoiced all network partners at end of March for their 2020/21 member fees. Majority have paid with 
follow up emails sent this week to outstanding invoices. 
 
7. Next Meeting Dates and Evaluation 

• Secretariat next meeting: October 8, 2020 
• Network Partners' Roundtable, virtual: Nov 4/5, 2020 

 
Meeting adjourned at 12:35pm. 




